
  
  

 
   

  

LIVING OUR VALUES 
* ALL HANDS * 

Breakout Session #4 
5th Annual ONE Conference 

August 8, 2019 



       

  
   

 

  
           
           

      
      

    
         
  

 

 
          

         

 

AGENDA Timing 
Setting the Stage and explaining the exercise. 5 minutes 

Personal Reflection: 5 minutes 
Personal Values exercise. 

Group Engagement: 25 minutes 
As a group, decide which 3 values you want to work with 
as you will likely not have time to explore all of them. 

Try to quickly identify and record: 
(1) a great example of the value in action; 
(2) an obstacle to living the value; and 
(3) a commitment that could be made to live the value 
more fully. 

Report Out: 10 minutes 
For each value, quickly call out ONE great idea that your 
group generated for how to live that Value more fully. 



   

   
     

  
   

   
      

 

     
     

LIVING YOUR VALUES requires that you… 

• COMMUNICATE 
– Clear articulation of the Values 
– Clear expectations of the Behaviors 

• CULTIVATE 
– Leadership that walks the talk 
– Organizational impediments routinely addressed 
– Meaningful commitments to supporting the Values 

• Hiring, incentives, policies, programs, experiences, rituals, traditions, culture committees 

• CELEBRATE 
– Recognize and reward people that exemplify the Values 
– Small, everyday celebrations AND big marquis events 



 
       

    
       

   

 
       

      
   

 

       

    

     

    

      

       

       

     

    

      

   

    

   

      

  

      

   

    

     

    

     

   

     

    

      

       

     

     

    

    

 

   

  
  

  
             

                

                   

PERSONAL VALUES EXERCISE 
Pick ONE Core Value that you try to live your life in accordance with. 

Think about it in 3 ways: EVIDENCE – how would we know that you were living this value? ENEMY – 

what gets in the way of this value? COMMITMENT – what could you do to live this more fully? 

A PERSONAL 
CORE VALUE 

EVIDENCE 
What does this Core Value look 

and feel like in my life. 

ENEMY 
This is an obstacle I face in 

living this Core Value. 

[example] 
GRATITUDE 

[example] 
CURIOSITY 

I appreciate the good in my life; 

and feel the natural joy that 

arises from taking stock of all 

that I have to be grateful for. 

I keep an open mind, an open 

heart and live with curiosity – 

seeking ways to grow my 

understanding of life and all its 

wondrous mysteries. I surround 

myself with people who make 

me think bigger and go deeper. 

Comparison: for me, comparison is the 

enemy of gratitude – creating a sense of 

either –not having or being enough… or – 

feeling guilty over having too much. 

Over-committed / Scarcity of Time: 

When I’m over-committed and all my time 

is dedicated to just getting things done, 

it can feel like there’s no bandwidth for 

‘curiosity’ 

COMMITMENT 
This is a commitment that I could 
make to help me ‘walk the talk’ 

and live in greater alignment with 
this Value. 

• Notice when I’m “comparing” 

and nip it in the bud. 

• Establish a daily gratitude 

practice of writing down 3 

tangible, specific things that 

I’m grateful for at the end of 

every day. 

• Value my Curiosity time and 

commit to it like I would 

commit to work obligations 

• Attend at least 2 mind-

expanding, heart-opening 

conferences a year. 

YOUR TURN! 
Just 1 Value. 



University of Arizona 
CORE VALUES 

EVIDENCE 
How would someone know that 

this is a UA Value? 

ENEMY 
This is a threat or obstacle to 
living this Core Value at UA. 

COMMITMENT 
What kinds of things could we do 

to really and truly walk the talk for 
this Value at UA? 

  
      

     
       

     

 
       

        
  

   

   

    

   
 

 

  

INTEGRITY 
Be honest, respectful and just. 

EXPLORATION 
Be insatiably curious. 

INCLUSION 
Harness the power of diversity. 

ADAPTATION 
Be open-minded and 

eager for what’s next. 

DETERMINATION 
Bear Down. 

COMPASSION 
Choose to care. 


